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Persistent in the Right; Fearless in Opposing Wrong,
GOIìLEO-EVILLE,
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DECEMBER 15, 1887.

WHOLE ISTTJ1Æ
BEEI, ©51ina—

vant-girl was cleaning up, where there for help from her parents, but main
While ruefully cogitating to whom he “If you deprive us of so excellent a cus up and down this at full gallop, firing
seemed
not the shadow of dirt, said. tained herself by her needle, until
right
and
left
uttering
terrific
yells.
.In
could apply in this dilemma, he mechan tomer what a loss it will be to both of
“
To
have
an idea of what cleanliness is February, 1860, when she quietly mar
five
minutes
he
had
the
tow^.
People
ically drew from his pocket the two us ? A perfect treasure, who pays with
with
us,
you
should watch one of these ried Clarence W. Cushman, a wealthy
disappeared
from
sight
with
amazing
Shortly after the memorable three addresses given him by Roque. “ The out bargaining and before the goods
E p i t e d by DR. J. HAMER, S r .
women
for
an
hour. There a house is bachelor pork packer at Cincinnati.
celerity
and
everybody
was
thoroughly
days of July 1880, the floating popula very men I want,” he said, brightening are delivered 1 These are bard times,
soaped
and
sponged
and rubbed like a She was then only twenty-two, and,
cowed.
The
fellow
fired
two
shots
M. Roque.”
Matter, Force and Consequent tion of Paris was modestly increased by up and without a moments delay he
person. I t is not cleaning but making notwithstanding her hard toil for a
among
the
sitters
on
the
veranda,
and
“And
we
have
so
many
bad
debts
on
the arrival in that city, from his native dispatched a messenger to Messrs.
Motion
we stampeded. I own up that I had no a toilette. She blows in the cracks be livelihood and privations, was as hand
provinceof Symphorien Baliveau. The Stauband Sakosky, the fashionable tail our books,” insinuated Staub.
Apparently not relishing: the last desire for a closer acquaintance with tween the bricks, pokes in the corners some and vivacious as ever. She lived
possessor of this singular and not pre or and boot-maker of the period, request
with finger and pin, makes a minute in a quiet style and no couple were
( co ntin ued from l a st w e e k .)
cisely euphonious patronymic was a man ing their immediate attendance at the allusion, Roque pushed them uneermon- the ruffian, and I was among the first
supervision
enough to fatigue the eyes ever more devoted to one another. Two
iously aside, and striding up to where to seek cover. When we were all inside
How far the limestone met with in about twenty-five years old, neither hotel where he was staying.
as
well
as
the
arm . It is truly a nat children were born to them, but both
On their appearance, within a few his adversary was standing, eyed him I peered cautiously from a window and
the Archaean series of rocks has been handsome or the reverse—the sort of
died in infancy.
ional
passion.
saw Sioane still outside. He was on
formed by the carbonic acid of the at type one meets every day on the boul minutes of each other, he adopted the curiously.
Mr. and Mrs. Cushman went to
When
asked
whence
arose
this
mania
his
feet,leaning
against
the
column'
of
“ You are a sharper fellow than I took
mosphere uniting directly through evard, and never looks at twice. Such, conciliatory plan of giving them a far
Europe
in 1862. In Rome the husband
for
cleaning
he
answered
:
“
It
is.due
to
the
veranda
and
smoking
a
segar
as
chemical energy with lime which was however, was not his own opinion ; on larger order than they were in the habit you for,” he said.
ciught
the
Roman fever, of which he
the
atmosphere,
which
injures
wood
and
coolly
as
you
please.
I
shouted
for
him
“ In what wa}' ?” ased Baliveau.
then forming a portion of the earth’s the contrary, he was profoundly im of receiving, even fromtbe most extrava
suddenly
died.
The young woman,
metal,
to
the
dampness
and
smallness
to
come
in,
but
he
shook
his
head.
Ap
“You know how to get out of a scrape
structure, or by the shells which the pressed with the consciousness ot his gant customers,and when the necessary
again
a
widow,
returned to London
of
the
house,
and
multiplicity
of
small
peals
were
made
by
others,
but
he
turn
Foraminifera have constructed for personal attractions, and resolved to details of measurement had been com without compromising yourself. Tell
only
to
find
that
her
husband had been
objects
favoring
dust;
to
the
supera
ed
a
deaf
ear.
themselves out of the surrounding ele profit by them for the attainment of pleted, he astonished them still more by me what made you so bent on a duel
insolvent
for
several
weeks previous to
The cowboy had by this time reached bundance of water ; to the need of the
ments, will most likely always remain the great object of his ambition—noto desiring to know the amount of his debt last night?”
his
death.
She
was
left with only a
“ Ambition,” frankly replied the pro the lower end of the street and turned eye, which finds beauty in simple clean
unknown. But the evidence seems to riety. During the first few weeks of as he wished to settle it beforehand.
few
thousand
dollars.
For a year or
liness
;
and,
finally,
to
the
emulation
to come back. He came at full gallop,
be that in this series of Canada it has his sojourn in the French capital he With one accord.they protested against vincial. “ I wished for celebrity, and
two
she
was
a
governess
in the house
which
pushes
things
to
extremes.”
but checked his horse in front of the
been formed in good part of material pondered incessantly on the best means the necessity of so speedy a payment, saw no better method of obtaining it.”
of
a
London
merchant,
and
then, losing
“ Ah ! you are afflicted with that mania hotel and fired three shots at Sioane
which had formed the coverings of the of realizing his project, and finally made declaring that they had every confidence
all
of
her
money
in
an
unfortunate
They Found Him Out.
in his solvency, and were not in the So was I once, but I outlived the folly. from a distance of fifty feet. The first
Foraminifera, apd there is yet stronger up his mind.
speculation,
she
returned
to
America.
Well, your wish shall de gratified, and zipped past his ear ; the other cut cloth
‘T have everything in my face,” he slightest hurry.
evidence that to these periods belong a
For
two
years
she
was
a
saleswoman
Silence is not always a proof of wis
“ That may be,” he replied ; “ but I am more easily than mine was. Get into without drawing blood. We were look
profuse vegetation to which we have said to himself—“good looks, money
ing full at the shooter from the window dom, though often it is a sign of it. in a New York dry goods store. In
my
cabrolet;
when
we
are
seen
together
and
a
determination
to
succeed
;
all
I
to
have
a
duel
this
afternoon
with
Mr.
already referred, as evidenced by the
and as he fired his third shot without Here is a story that a gentleman who June, 1865, she was married at Nyack,
peculiar structure of the rocks and oc is a short cut to celebrity, and a duel Roque; and although I am no novice people will say of you : There is the
N. Y., to Lieut. Oscar D. Williams, of
in such matters, and have brought down first man who ever went out with Roque bringing his man, a look of wonder had a son who was not particularly
currence of iron ore according to the will give me that.”
came
to
his
face,
and
he
bent
forward
bright always admonished the young the United States Army, and went
Having arrived at this conclusion, M. a swallow on the wing before now, still and came in safe and sound ?” Jump in
best geological authority. Everything
for
a
closer
look
and
shouted
:
man to be silent, and so conceal his folly. with him to live at Fort Sully, Dakota.
was favorable for the origin and main Baliveau impatiently awaited an oper- with so dangerous an adversary, one lest I change my mind ; and that would
One day the two were invited to a They lived happily together and Mrs.
“ Who are j'ou man or devil?”
tenance of the lower forms of marine tunity of testing the correctness of his cannot be quite sure of what may hap be the worst for you!”
Williams became a favorite of all at the
Symphorien needed no second hint
George sauntered along to the steps large dinner, and, as seats were not fort. In August, 1867, her husband
vegetable organisms during the Arch idea, which very soon came. On the pen.”
The two tradesmen exchanged looks but took his-seat beside his companion slowly descended, and approached the plenty, the father and son were separat
aean periods : the temperature of the following evening in a bavaroise at
was drowned while in bathing, and his
oceanic water, the warm sand and Tortoni’s a short, spare individual, dres of apprehension. “ You are going to by whom he was driven back to Paris man, and as be came near enough he ed. During the meal, two gentlemen wife became for the third time a widow.
muddy sediment caused by the ener sed according to the latest modes, with fight a duel with M. Roque?” gasped and paraded for a full hour along the grabbed for him. N ext-instant the who sat oposite the young man dif
Her father, who had heard of his
boulevard. At length they stopped op cowboy was pulled off his horse and fered in opinion on a subject they were
getic action of the primeval forces, a bristling moustache and a self-satis Staub.
only
daughter’s misfortunes, begged of
“ If you do you are a dead man,” pro posite Tortoni’s. “That will do !” said being literally mopped all over the road discussing, an d 'rath er than have a
which would serve as a suitable' nidus fied air, took his seat at an adjoining
her
to
return to her former home and
Roque; “ we part company here. Enjoy He tried to use a weapon, but was dis serious dispute they agreed to leave it
for rank- marine vegetation and from table. The provincial, after a critical phetically chimed in Sakosky.
be
forgiven,
but she still felt the sting
“ The more reason for putting my your celebrity while you can, and if it armed with scarcely an effort and when to the gentleman opposite them to decide.
which would be attracted inorganic view of the newcomer rose from his chair
of
her
.refusal
to recognize her first
They stated their case to him, and
matter by the organisms suitable for and, saluting him courteously, request affairs in order,” quietly remarked Bal shouldn’tlast don’t blame me. Adieu?” George got through with him he lay as
marriage,
and
once
more began earn
Stepping out of sabriolet and saluting one dead. Rifle, revolvers and knife asked his opinion. The son was silent.
nourishment, and,the favorable environ ed that he would favor him with the iveau. “ Here are 2,000 francs. If mat
ing
her
own
livlihood.
For two years
ters turn out badly for me, and there is his late antagonist with a jaunty air, were broken and flung in a heap beside They waited a little while, supposing
ment, with the presence of all the ele address of his tailor.
she
was
a
governess
in
the
family of a
The stranger glanced obliquely at anything over, you can account for it Baliveau, agreebly conscious that he him and George sat down on the step that he was meditating, and again ask
ments necessary for the formation and
Louisville
merchant.
She
married
Rev.
was the object of universal attention, to finish his smoke He had kept his ed him to decide.
growth of vegetable organisms. The his questioner. “ Why?” he inquired to my heirs.”
Edward
Lukes
at
Covington,
Ky.,
in
Still he kept silent. This led the
This off-handed proceeding was far proceeded leisurely to the Cafe de Paris cigar alight through the fracas. I per
“Because I am struck with the good
large amount of carbonic acid existing
1870.
Her
husband
was
sent
a
little
around them furnished an immense taste of your dress. That green coat from agreeable, either to the tailor or (then the restaurant in vogue), where sonally interviewed the doctor who was gentlemen to look steadily at him, when later as a Presbyterian missionary to
store from which to attract carbon and with the silver buttons becomes you ad the bootmaker. The idea of loosing so he dined and felt that from the dame du called to see the cowboy, and be gave both exclaimed at once : “ Why the fel
India, and she accompanied him. They
excellent and confiding a customer, coraptoir to the attending waiter every me a list of the injuries as follows: low.is a fool I”
reject the oxygen. While vegetable mirably.”
made their home successively in India,
“
Father!
father!”
the
son
called;
they
“You think so?” “ Well your „wish who actually paid in advance before his eye was upon him. During the rest of Left arm broken, thumb on right hand
organisms attract matter which is in
Hong
Kong and Honolulu, in each of
have
found
me
out
1”—
Youth's
Compan
orders
were
executed,
was
inexpressibly
can
easily
be
gratified,
for
I
happen
to
the evening his thirst for notoriety was broked,three scalp wounds, right shoul
organic and convert it into organic
which
places Mrs. Lukes was well
matter and absorb carbon to remain a my tailor’s card in my pocket. Here it aggravating. On the other hand, they satisfied even beyond his anticipation ; der probably dislocated, three teeth ion.
known
for
her devotion to her husband,
reflected on the eventuality—most un as he pased strangers wispered to each knocked out, five bad bruises on various
living organism, the animal organism is.”
who
was
a
consumptive,-and for her as
The Oldest Oil Painting.
“ Extremely obliged. May I ask if likely, no doubt, but still possible—of other and glance at him with respectful parts, eye closed.
is dependent for its development and
sistance
in
his missionary labors. Mr.
The fight did not last three minutes,
growth upon the vegetable or some you also have the address of your boot his proving the better shot of the two. admiration. “At last,” he said to him
Lukes
died
in the Sandwich Islands in
Roque owed them a large sum of money self, when he had strolled for the twen and yet the little giant laid the fellow
The oldest oil painting extant is prob
other animal for food and for a supply maker ?”
1874,
and
his
widow made her way
“ Certainly,” the little man replied and if by chance he should fall a victim tieth time from the Rue Grange-Bateliere up for three good months and taught ably a picture of a Madonna and Child
of oxygen to keep up the functions
back
to
America
with her husband’s
which pertain to life. As carbonic acid with suavity, and tearing out a leaf from in the coming duel*, who would pay to the Chausee d’Autin and vice versa— him a lesson he never forgot. I saw The date of its production is marked up
body.
and talked with him a year later, and on it—886—about the time of Charle
is a deadly poison if inhaled by an his memorandum book, he wrote on it their bills ? Staub looked at Sakosky, “at last I am somebody 1”
For a year she made her home with
animal organism, the vegetable organ the information required, and handed it and Sakosky looken at Staub. They
Alas for the instability of human felic he told me he never was so scared in his magne. The work originally formed part
her
brother near Palmyra, and then re
ism which is dependent upon a supply to Baliveau. “ is there anything more understood each other.
ity 1 The hero of the hour had not life, and that he was not yet entirely well of the treasures of art in the old palace
moved
to Philadelphia, where she en
“ Monsieur,” said the latter, “in a counted on the proverbial fickleness of from the drubbing.— New York Sun.
in the Florentine republic, and was
of carbon it is natural to suppose would that you might wish to know ?”
tered
a
private hospital as nurse. Her
“
Only
this.
If
I
might
venture
to
in
case like yours the choice of seconds is the Parisians. Next day a heavy fall
bought by the Director Bencivenne from
be the first in order. From the suc
slender
finances had been exhausted
quire
the
name
of
your
hatter?”
a matter of great importance. May I took place at the bourse, and on bis ap
a broker in the street for a few livres..
cession of vegetable like that of animal
Cleanliness In Holland.
and
she
was
then very poor. Among
“
That,
I
regret
to
say,
I
am
unable
take the liberty of inquiring the names pearance on the boulevard in the after
It is not known, we believe, where the
organisms, as we find their fossilized
the patients to whom she ministered
to
give
you
to-night.
But
I
have
it
at
of
those
about
to
officiate
in
your
be
remains in the subsequent ages of the
noon “a change had come o’er the spirit
Dutch cleanliness is famous, and des picture is now to be found.
was Graham P. Esty, a sugar aud mo
earth’s history, we have every reason home, and to-morrow morning two of half ?”
of his dream.” To his amazement and erves its fame. The Dutch are the only
lasses
merchant at New Orleans. He
“ I have none as yet,” replied the discomfiture a constant succession of people who live as if cleanliness were
to believe that none but the very low my friends will have the honor of com
She Lost Five Husbands.
fell
desperately
in love with his nurse,
est in the scale of being existed during municating it to you, if you will favor young provincial. “ I shall probably pre-occupied speculators with scared or not next to but a part of, godliness.
and
after
weeks
and months of a very
take the first two soldiers I happen to jubilant faces, as the case might be, hur The traveler, on entering his room in an
the Archaean periods, and that this me with your address.”
The recent death of Mrs. Josephine warm courtship, married her March 13,
“ With pleasure, Monsieur,” replied m eet; anyone in short. I have no ac ried aiong in the crowd, his presence inn, finds the linen snow-white, the Baxter, at her home in Trumansburg,
was the age during which organic life
quaintance in Paris to whom I can ap nay his very existence forgotten. At window-panes transparent as the air, near Ithaca, recalls to those who knew 1878. Their happy home at New Or
upon earth had a beginning. The basis Symphorien. “ Here is my card.”
leans was broken up by her husband’s
“ And here is mine.”
of vegetable.life consists of three ele
ply.”
Tortoni’s,no one honored him with a the furniture shining as if newly var her the remarkable series of vicissitudes
“Nothing can be better,” thought
“ Then, Monsier,” said Staub, “ I may look of recognition; the cours dela rente nished, and the floor so clean that a through which she passed during her failure the next year and his suicide by
ments of matter—oxygen, hydrogen
shooting while in the depth of despair
and carbon—and in the protoplasm of Baliveau, as after exchanging a polite venture to make a proposal. Whenever was the absorbing topic everywhere magnifying glass could noj; discover a eventful life. Her married life was an
because of his financial losses. Left a
animal organisms with these there is bow with the stranger, and, paying for I have a leisure moment I am generally discussed, and even at the Cafe de Paris speck thereon. There is a basket for extraordinary one, and in detail reads
bavaroise,
he
strolled
leisurely
along
to be found at a shooting gallery where the waiter who had yesterday minister waste-paper, a tablet for scratceing mat more like fiction than a story of real widow for the fifth time and broken in
united nitrogen. Animal life therefore
health and spirit Mrsi Esty returned to
the
boulevard
:
“
impossibly
to
settle
a
some of our best marksmen are in the ed to his wants with a deferential alac ches on, a dish for cigar stumps, a spit life.
has its origin from the union of one
her brother’s home a few weeks after
little
affair
of
this
kind
more
pleasantly.
habit, of practicing, and am not alto- rity, now served him mechanically, and toon—every man is supposed to smoke
more element in what constitutes its
She was six times a . bride and five her husband’s death.
For several
My
adversary
is
a
gentleman
no
doubt
geather a tyro myself. Therefore, as without the faintest apparent recollec —a bootjack, and everything to remove times a widow. Born in Canandaigua
basis than that wuich is necessary for
months
she
was
very
ill,
and
was con
of
that.
By
the
way,
I
may
as
well
see
you are unprovided with seconds if you tion of ever having set eyes on him be a pretext for soiling anything.
vegetable life.
in August, 1838, her maiden name was valescing when her father died of old
who he is.” Then taking the card from will condescend to accept my services fore.
( continued n e x t w e e k .)
Even his candlestick is of copper,and Josephine Tabor. Her father was one age and exhaustion. Until 1881 she
his pocket and approaching a lighted and those of M. Sakosky----- ”
This was the coup-de-grace, and the of the size of a dinuer plate. I t might of the wealthiest farmers in Ontario
lived alone with her brother and about
window, he read as follows. “ Martial
“ Most willingly,” interrupted Sym disappointed Baliveau was forced to sustain a torch, but holds instead a can county, New York State, and she was that time became acquainted with a
Expensive Death.
Roque.”
“ Roque?” he exclaimed, phorien, who desired nothing better. acknowledge that his briefspan of no
dle, as large as a lady’s small finger. his only daughter. As a child she was wealthy and retired gold miner, Albert
starting back and paling visibly—“ the “ You have anticipated my wish, and toriety was at an end. “ Celebrity,” he
No grease should be spilt from that can the acknowledged beauty of the neigh M. Baxter, from Nevada. They were
It is expensive to die in a New York notorious duelist who never misses his
muttered, as weary and dispirited he dlestick.
saved me an infinity of trouble;”
borhood, and everybody who remem married at Palmyra in 1882. The
hotel. A gentleman who had asked for man, but either spits him with a thrust
returned to his hotel, “ it is pleasant
bers her as a young lady recalls her couple spent over a year in travel in
Three
hours
later
the
two
advesaries
The
traveler
stands
on
a
bridge,
and
a room not elaborately furnished, ex impossible to parry, or brings him down
enough while it lasts, but it is over too overlooks the vessels crowded in the particularly vivacious and delightful
and
their
seconds
arrived
punctually
at
Europe and Egypt, and lived at the
plained to a reporter : If 1 die in a with a bullet neatly placed between the
soon. And all things taken into ac
manners. In 1850, when Josephine hotels in New York for several months.
first-class hotel in this city my estate eyes 1 Mercy on me, what a mistake I the spot fixed upon for the encounter count,” he added, reflecting how narrow canal. Each one is as clean as the room
must pay expenses according to the have made, and all for the sake of celeb At the sight of his tailor arrd bootmaker ly he had escaped becoming a target he has just left. The mast and deck was 18 years of age, she was sent to
During the past year Mr. Baxter has
the Palmyra Academy. From the day
room in which the undertaker finds my rity ! I shall be celebrated enough to Roque started in amazement, and, ad for the terrible Roque’s unerring aim, are varnished, and shine like a recently
been engaged in building a magnificent
of her arrival in this town she was the
remains. He will provide a mahogany morrow, I dare sa y : but what good vanced angrily toward them, inquiring “decidedly the game is not worth the scrubbed house-floor. The cabin has
mansion, costing over $100,000, for
object of admiration among the young
what
business
they
had
there.
its
windows
of
clear,
clean
glass,
each
ice-box and a whole conservatory ot will it do me if I am not there to see
their
occupancy, near Ithaca. I t was
candle.”— Jemple Bar.
one with its white muslin curtains tied men in this neighborhood, and the con their intention to spend their remain
“ Is this a time or place,’, he cried,
flowers, and perhaps, measure my body it?”
up with knots of rose-colored ribbon, ceded belle of the academy.
for a $1,500 coffin if I am in a ten-doling days there and Mrs. Baxter, who
From which soliloquy it may be infer for pestering me with your confounded
Her affections were jsoon set upon an
How
a
Little
Man
of
Iron
Wiped
Sailors, women, and children are busy,
bills
?”
lar-a-day parlor in a big hotel, but if red that M. Baliveau, although a hero
had known so many disappointments
Out a Furious Cowboy.
every spare moment, washing, sweeping, impecunious but smart young teacher abd bereavements looked forward with
“Oh, M. Roque,” protested Staub,
my room gives him a hint that I was a in spe, was by no means equally desirous
in the academy, named James Odel,
Sioane was an Ohio boy, and I made polishing every part,
“ how could you suspect us of such an
man who practiced reasonable economy, of being a posthumous one.
pleasure to her bright prospects. But
and one night in December, 1857, she
De
Amicis,
an
Italian,
on
visiting
the
his preparations for the arrival of my
in all this there was still another disap
As may be imagined, he slept very unwarranted liberty ? We are not here his acquaintance and churned with him
eloped with him. Her father and
family will not be so costly. Then, badly, and early next morning was as tradesmen, but in the honorable ca in the Andersopville prison pen. We kitchen of a house in Delft, could find
pointment for her. She was attacked
went West together after the war and but one word to express his feelings, mother had repeatedly begged her to by a fatal disease two months ago,
again, the bill that the hotel will pre aroused from a fitful slumber by the pacity of seconds to M. Baliveau.”
discard Odel, and when her marriage
when about to remove to her mansion.
sent agajnst my estate will not be so arrival of his adversary’s seconds to
“ W bat ¡’’exclaimed Roque, who could at that time he was only 27 years old “Splendid 1” The walls were as white
was announced they were wild with
as
untouched
snow
;
the
saucepans
re
large if I die in a room that is plainly whom he apologised, on the plea of beipg hardly believe his ears ; “he has chosen He was five feet seven inches high,
weighed 160 pounds, an*! was the strong flected like mirrors, and the mantlepiece grief. Josephine returned to Canan
furnished as it would be in a preten a stranger in Paris, for his inability to you.”
Homer is the earliest profane author
daigua, and, stopping at a hotel there,
tious room- It is, you may know, a refer them to his own temoins j promis“ lie could not do otherwise. You est man I ever saw outside a profession was ornamented with a muslin curtain
who
speaks of the tides.
begged for a reconciliation with her
practice of the landlords to charge for ing, however, that they should accom gave him our names and address, and al wrestler or cannonbal tosser. His like the canopy of a bed.
Who will wonder at the ravages of
The fireplace was covered with china parents. They, however, remained ob
fumigating the room in which any per pany him to the appointed place of as he knew no one else in Paris he was flesh was so hard that he cracked a
slugs
and snails after learning that a
durate,
and
she
went
to
Toledo,
Ohio,
tiles that looked as bright as if no fire
son dies, and the charge is based upon meeting. A secluded spot in the Bois only too glad to avail himself of our walnut on his leg.
slug
has
150 rows of teeth with 180-teeth
to
struggle
for
a
livelihood
with
her
One of the nerviest things in Sloane’s had ever been lighted there. The shovels
the value of the furniture in that room ; de Boulognen—those days less frequent services.”
in
each
row,
which cannot be dissolved
husband.
He
became
a
teacher
in
a
Roque’s sense of humor, although by whole career happened at Navasota, on tongs, and poker, and the chains and
for it is assumed to have been destroy ed than it is at present—having been
even
in
acid.
night
school,
and,
to
make
ends
meet,
ed as hotel furniture by a death in the agreed upon, and 4 o’clock in the after no means a prominent feature in his the Braxo river. We were sitting on hooks seem made of polished steel.
“ A lady in a ball-dress might have his young wife was compelled to do
room, and the item for fumigating in noon proposed and accepted, M. Roque’s character,was so irresistibly tickled by the veranda of the hotel when a fighter
The Shakers, of South Union, La.,
sewing in her rooms. In July, 1858i,
your bill is sometimes as much as $100. emissaries announced that their principal the comicality of the situation that he entered the village on horseback and gone into every hole and corner and
one of the thirteen Shaker communi
Odel
died
of
quick
consumption,
leav
corner
of
that
kitchen,
and
come
forth
having the choice of weapons, had select laughed outright. Profiting by this armed with a Winchester and two re
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pie of reducing or increasing revenues,
there should be no serious obstacle to a
sensible, just and practical disposal of
the surplus revenue by the reduction of
taxes.-”

WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE!
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Dress Goods !

CTTJBT

CLOTHS and COATS !

THE SNAG - PROOF BOOT !

ID

For Autumn and Winter !

FREED’S CELEBRATED BOOTS AND SHOES!

Groceries are all Choice and W ell Selected !

AtW. P. Fenton’s, Collegeville.

t COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE.

JOS. W . C U L B E R T , Collegeville.

HARTRAUFT

HOUSE !

Norristown, Pa.

FALL

DRESS -:- GOODS

C O L L E G E V IL L E

Him ted

BLACK
PHALANX,

He a t e R

Boots & Shoes

Entirely Automatic in
its Action.

Rubber Boots and Shoes

S o ld i l it

G . W . Y O ST , C O L L E G E V IL .E E

I»A.

Providence Independent.
T h u rsd ay , Decern 15, 1887.
F,RMS:—SI.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.

This paper Has a larger circulation
n this section o f the county than any
liber paper published. As an adver
tising medium the “Independent" ranks
among the most desirable papers, having
a large and steadily increasing circula
tion in various localities throughout the
county.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub
lisher to make the “ Independent" one o f
the best local and general newspapers
in the county, or anywhere else, and to
this end we invite correspondence from
every section.
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
We publish the following schedule gratuitously
for the convenience of our readers.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as
follows :
P O E P H IL A D E L PH IA AND POIN TS SOUTH.

Milk............................
6.47 a. m.
Accommodation.. . . . ' ..............................8.03 a. m.
Market...................................................... 1.21 p. m.
A c c o m o d a t i o n ...........................................4.17 p. m .
“
7.12 p .m .
F O E ALLENTOW N AND P O IN T S N O E TH AND W EST.

M a il.......................
6.47 a. m.
Accomodation.......................................... 0.14 a. m.
..........................
12.53 p .m .
M arket...................................................... 3.18 p. m.
Accommodation.......................................6.47 p. m.
SUNDATS— SOUTH.

Milk......................................... ............... 6.56 a. m.
Accomodation.................... -...................4.46 p. m.
NOETH.

Accommodation..................................... 0.31 a. m.
Milk........................................................... 5.41 p. m.

All communications, business or
otherwise, transmitted to us through the
mails, to receive immediate attention,
must be directed to Collegeville, P. O.

Home Flashes and Stray Sparks
From Abroad.
—“ How to make things go,” will be
the subject of Rev. M. Peters’ lecture
in Gross’ hall, next Tuesday evening,
December 20. Remember next Tues
day evening.
—Dad’s big horse came out the road
at a rapid gait, Tuesday morning, and
the turn made in reaching the middle
of the pike took in the gutter on the
west side. That was a very narrow
escape for Dad.
—Miss Ella Moyer, of Cassville,
Huntingdon county, this State, came
to town Tuesday, and at present is the
guest of A. w . Beard and family.
—Mr. John Gotwals left town last
week for his usual winter sojourn at
Thomasville, Georgia, where one of his
daughters resides. We hope to see
him north again next spring.
—John G. Stauffer has sold his farm
in Skippack township to Jacob G.
Landis, of Yerkes, on private terms.
—J. S. Frederick, formerly of the
Fountain Inn, Trappe, now of Scbultzville, Berks county, says he is the
owner of the finest and heaviest porker
in either Montgomery or Berks county.
The porker will be raffled for on Fri
day, December 30.
—Editor Woodmansee, of the Lansdale Reporter is giving Editor Goettler,
of the Souderton Independent lessons
in orthography and grammar. Brother
Goettler says Brother Woodmansee
must be an old school teacher and ad
vises him to go back to his former
vocation. And in this way the breth
ren are interesting each other.
—The American Wood Paper Com
pany, Spring City, are about to close
their works for a period of a week or
ten days to make some necessary re
pairs to the machinery.
—Editor and publisher Baum has
bid farewell to the Morning Chronicle,
Pottstown. Brother Baum’s paper is
now being issued as an afternoon paper
under the title of The Daily News.
—Last Spring landlord Gross, of the
Collegeville Hotel, purchased a pair of
Kentucky thoroughbred sorrel road
sters at one of Mr. Anderson’s sales
The horses have developed finely, aud
are being thoroughly bandied by horse
man Johnson, of Providence square.
—The creamery at Limerick Square
paid three cents per quart for milk re
ceived during the past month. This
creamery appears to he one of the suc
cessful ones.
—For shirts, underwear and clothing
go to Bloch & Co., Pbcenixville.
—County Superintendent R. F, Hoffecker was in the upper part of Mont
gomery last week, and made prepaiations to hold an institute at Swamp,
January G and 7, ’88.
—G. A. Felton will sell a lot of
apples at public sale at Gross’ hotel,
this place-, next Saturday afternoon.
—For great bargains in men and
boys’ clothing and overcoats, go to
Bloch & Co., Pbcenixville.
—The artesian well at North Wales,
which is to supply that borough with
water, has reached the depth of 467
feet.
— William Printz, of Norristown, a
deserter.from the United States mili
tary service, was arrested at that place,
last week, and turned over to the U. S.
military authorities in Philadelphia.
—Deputy Sheriff W. J. Robinson, re
cently resigned, to take effect on Januaiy 1st. He has accepted a position in
an iron mill near Wilmington. Sheriff
Kline has not yet announced the name
ol Mr. Robinson’s successor.
— The ijvp furnap,e| apd about one
hundred employes of the Stony Creek
Iron Company, Rimited, hforj-istown,
are idle in consequence of a strike
»■¿airisf. r-is instead of five daily heats
to a turn.

T h e T h ie f Scooted.
—W. H. Blancbford, of this place,
has broken ground for the erection of a
Last Saturday evening a week, Wes
new furniture store, mention of which ley A. Shupe, the well-known produce
was made last week.
dealer of Evansburg, returned home
—Mr. P. K. Gabel, of the Hartranft from a business visit to one of O ur Up
House, Norristown, accompanied by per Providence farmers, and had a con
Mr. James Mandall, drove up from the siderable sum of money in his pockets.
Hub Tuesday afternoon, and made a As he drove towards the barn his
daughter came out of the house with a
brief halt at this office. O
lantern. Before the daughter reached
—For Holiday Goods go to Beaver the barn the stable door flew open and
and Shellenberger’s.
2t
a man made a hasty exit from the barn.
I t is Mr. Shape’s opinion that the villain
—The Skippack teachers have made was waiting in the stable to intercept
arrangements with Dr. Samuel Wolfe him in the dark and that, as soon as
for lectures on Physiology every two the rays from the lantern were noticed,
weeks.
the rascal acted discreetly in effecting
—On Sunday night a valuable black his escape.
mare, 5 years old, was stolen from the
A w ay From H om e Sick.
stable of James Heinly, Windsor town
ship, Berks county, one mile from Ham
Several weeks ago Miss May Royer,
burg.
daughter of Dr. J. W. Royer, Trappe,
—The-Harrisburg car works are mak went to Woodbury, N. J., to visit rela
While there her uncle and aunt
ing 1,100 freight cars for the Reading tives.
railroad company, and Baldwin’s loco were taken ill and Miss May turned
motive works will soon begin work on nurse. The consequent strain upon
her system was more than she could
an order for thirty-five engines.
bear and Saturday morning her father
—Dressing cases, plush and leather received a telegram to come to Wood
albums, gents’ mufflers, silk handker bury at once, as May was very ill. The
chiefs, picture books, and a b c blocks, Dr. took .a train at Phcenixville and
&c., &c., at Beaver & Shellenberger’s. reached bis daughter’s bedside Satur
day afternoon. Her condition was
—“Jum bo” is the name of a Chester found to be serious and at this writing,
White hog, raised and owned by John we regret to say, the young lady is
Carrell, of Headquarters, Hunterdon very sick.
county, N. J. The length of this mam
moth hog from the end of nose to the
W a n ts $10,000.
root of tail is nine feet, and the girth
The
case
of Bernard Hoy, of Valley
back of the fore legs measures eight
Forge,
vs.
the
county of Montgomery,
feet.
a claim for $10,000 for damages alleged
to have been sustained, is being tried
Religious.
in the Bucks county cpurt at DoylesThe sacrament of the Holy Com town, this week. One dark night about
munion will be administered in Trinity two years ago Hoy fell over the wing
church, this place, Rev. J. H. Hen wall of the DeKalb street bridge at
dricks pastor, next Sunday morning, Norristown, a distance of thirty-three
feet, and received injuries from the ef
services commencing at 10 o’clock.
fects of which he can never recover.
His attorneys are N. H. Larzelere and
Expensive Profanity.
George Ross, Esqs. J. B. Hollands
Henry Kulp was arraigned before and L. M. Childs, Esqs., represent the
Magistrate Evans, Norristown, one day county.
last week, for maliciously shooting a
T h e Grand J u ry ’s Report.
neighbor’s dog. The evidence turned
against Henry and Henry got mad and
The recent Grand Jury presented
hurled profane epithets at the prosecu quite an extensive report to the Court
tor and the ’Squire, particularly the at Norristown last Saturday. The re
latter. The Magistrate kept a record port states that eighty-one bills were
of the volleys of profanity issuing from presented to the Jury, seventeen of
Henry, and the amount of the fines ag which were found not true, and the re
gregated $4.69. Henry paid the bill. mainder true bills. The report includes
a number of recommendations ; it ad
vises the demolition of the .Bummers’
Officials Elected.
Shanty in the vicinity of the jail, and
At the recent annual meeting of the the enlargement of the Becorder of
Perkiomen and Sumneytown Turnpike Deeds’ office, and the erection of a suit
Company, held at Zieglersville, the fol able hospital building at the almshouse.
lowing officers were elected : President, I t commends the recent improvements
Abraham G. Schwenk ; Secretary and in the court house as effected by the
Treasurer, Geo. W. Steiner ; Managers, Commissioners. Wm. B. Nungessor
Henry Snyder, Gideon Fetterolf, Thos. was foreman of the Jury. *
B. liillegass, J. B. Landis, J. A.
Chosen.
Strassburger, Mark Hiltebeitel, A, H.
Seipt, Jacob G. Schwenk, William A.
On Saturday last the Reformed con
Welker, Evans P. Koons, Abel Rabn, gregation at Swamp, New Hanover
and Enos Schwenk.
township, Montgomery county, held an
election for pastor, to fill the vacancy
caused by the resignation of Rev. J. L.
54th A nnual Meeting.
Mayer. Rev. Mr. Peters a student of
The 54th annual meeting qj the Fair- the Theological department of Ursinus
view Horse Company was recently held College was chosen—63 votes in his favor
at Burkert’s hotel, Fairview Village. and only 3 against him. The new pas
The usual routine business was trans tor is a brother of Rev. Madison C.
acted, including the election of offlceis, Peters of the First Presbyterian Church
which resulted as follows : President, of Northern Liberties, Philadelphia.
David Trucksess ; Vice President, A.
J. Saylor ; Treasurer, Jacob G. Custer;
From Lower Providence.
Secretary, A. J. Trucksess. The names
The
Sabbath
school connected with
of 105 members are enrolled on the
books of the Company, and the balance the Methodist church, Evansburg, will
in the treasury is about $600. Another close for the season next Sunday after
“divy” will not be an unexpected oc noon. Services appropriate to the oc
casion will begin at 2 o’clock.
currence some time next year.
Randolph Keyser, superintendent of
the Evansburg creamery, is lying very
20th W edding Anniversary.
low with typhoid fever. E. Johnson is
From the last issue of the Royers- assisting in the creamery in Mr. Keyford Bulletin we take the following :— ser’s place.
Last Saturday morning about 65 of the
friends and relaties of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Cherry Tree public school will give
D. Bechtel, of Upper Providence, took an entertainment in the near future,
that couple completely by surprise, it consisting of readings, dialogues,
being the 20th anniversary of their music, &c.
marriage. The surprisers. came laden
with good things and after congratula
FROM GRATER’S FORD.
tions and pleasant conversation, pre
Michael, Freed, while on his way to
pared to spread the table with refresh
ments. To these ample justice was see a neighbor one day last week, was
done. Mr. and Mrs. Bechtel were the all of a sudden overtaken by a rheu
recipients of numerous presents. The matic pain in his leg, which almost
whole affair was an enjoyable one in threw him to the ground. He had some
difficulty in getting home, and now by
deed.
the use of a cane is able to be about.
Enos Schwenk is suffering with a
E ighteen M onths.
Last Thursday Judge Swartz sen severe attack of typhoid pneumonia.
tenced Charles Slingluff, Jr., to one There was some doubts of his recover
year and six months in the county ing on Sunday last, but at time of writ
prison. Slingluff was convicted upon ing he is somewhat better.
The Sunday school held in the chapel
the charge of embezzling school taxes
in Norristown. He had been collector at this place during the summer months
for about thirteen years and during the closed on Sunday last. The scholars
latter years had appropriated about were rewarded with handsome gifts in
$7,000 of the school district funds, only the shape of books, among which were
$700 of which he was held criminally books of standard authors. They were
accountable for. The sentence is a beautiful, and all seemed highly pleased.
light one. A strong plea for mercy
A three-year-old child of Jacob W.
was made by J. V. Gotwals, Esq.
Markley, while playing on the floor,
put a round dress button up its nose,
The mother tried to remove the button
Too M uch Gas.
but failed. Dr. Everhart was called in,
Mrs. Elizabeth H. Shearer, widow who succeeded in removing the button,
of William Shearer, residing at Cen which had already found its way to the
tre Square, was found in bed on Satur near top of the.nostril.
day morning a week in an unconscious
Mrs. Samuel K. Cassel tendered her
condition from the effects of gas,
which entered her bed room from the Sunday school class a grand supper on
cook stove in the room below. John Saturday evening last. But owing to
Haag, the baker, stopped as usual, but the unfavorable state of the weather
could get no answer. Mr. Russell’s two of the class were not present. Those
family, living in part of her house present spent the evening in a social
forced the door open. They then pro way and returned to their homes well
ceeded to the bed room where they did pleased with the evening’s enjoyment.
the same.
Mrs. Shearer was uncon The class all speak very highly of their
scious, and could not speak until fresh teacher and seem to appreciate her
air was admitted. Dr. S. C. Seiple labor in their behalf.
applied the proper restoratives.
Divine services were held in the
chapel at this place on Sunday and
There was a man in our town and he Monday evenings. Rev, Howard Mil
was wonderous wise. He jumped into a ler of McPherson, Kansas, preached a
bramble dush and scratched out both very impressive sermon each evening.
bis eyes. And when he saw his eyes ____________________________
were oqt, witfj al| his rpight and majn,
W eak nR}rpbweT deranges a Rian ljfe
Re boqglRa liqttje of SJaly^tion Qil, apcj jp every direction. Ris wjjj must be
rqbhed RlPlfl in agajq.
\yppk whpp his body is casting a way
The. freight rates pf opr j,ruqk lines tritb raokipg coughs and nightly sweats
have beep advanced, but this will have Warnpr’s (jog Cabin Cough and Con
no effect on the price of Dr. Dull’s Syrup sumption Remedy isaconquorer of the
which is sold at the old price of 2fi cents malady wp will dread, and restores the
a bottle,
victim to health and power,

F urther D epredations.

where a child was born. When it was
UBLIC SALE OF
j^OTICE TO GUNNERS !
about three weeks old he came to her
one day and took away the child, and
All gunners and sportsmen are hereby for
bidden to trespass upon the premises of the un
she has not heard of it since, and he re
dersigned. Trespassers will be dealt with ac
fuses to tell her where it is. After the
Will be sold at public sale, on TUESDAY, cording to law.
disappearance of her child she returned DEC. 20, *87, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
DAVIS RAUDENBUSH, Upper Providence.
,20 head of fresh cows with calves direct
WM. PRIZER,
“
“
to her home in Lower Pottsgrove.
from York county. Good judgment was
HENRY ZIMMERMAN.
“
•<
Some time ago she received a letter
'exercised in the selection of this stock,
A. D. WAGONER,
“ '
<<
JOHN FOLEY,
“
“
written and signed by a woman in and it will be to the interest of purchasers to at
tend
sale.
Sale
at
2
o’clock,
p.
m.,
sharp.
Con
JOHN
WANNER,
“
“
Philadelphia, telling her that the child ditions by
H. H. ALLEBACH.
D. H. CASSELBERRY, Lower Providence.
was dead, but giving no clue as to J . G. Fetterolf, auct. I. H. Johnson, clerk.
MORTON RICE,
“
“
where it had been interred. Peterman
ISAIAH REIFF,
“
“
D. G. LANDES, West Perkiomen.
entered bail in $1000 for his appearance pU B LIC SALE OF
ISAAC F. ALDERFER, Skippack.
at court to answer, his father, F. S.
ABRAM RAHN, Perkiomen.
Peterman, becoming his surety. Con
siderable
indignation is felt and ex
REWARD !
An Encounter with Thieves.
pressed by her friends against Peter
Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY,
About one o’clock Tuesday morning man for bis alleged perfidy and deser DECEMBER 19, ’87, at Smoyer’a-hotel, Trappe,
The Upper Providence Live Stock Associa
William T. Ewing, residing on Mt. Ver tion of her.
fresh cows and springers, 2 stock bulls, tion will pay the above reward for information
gp^jjf8100 sboats, 200 turkeys and geese, all that will lead to the detection and conviction of
non street, Lansdale, was aroused by
“"“'from Indiana county, Pa. Will sell the the person or persons who recently poisoned a
the glare of a light in his bedroom, and
The most troublesome and dangerous shoats,
turkeys and geese before and after the horse btlonging to Isaac Tyson of Limerick
saw a burly tramp standing in front of effects sometimes arise from the slight sale. Sale at 1 o’clock, p. m. Conditions by township. By order of the
BOARD OF MANAGERS.
MURRAY MOORE.
his bureau, engaged in rifling the draw est cause, and often the baby’s serious
Collegeville, Dec. 6, ’87.
ers, Mr. Ewing leaped to the floor, but sicknes could be prevented by promptly
the villain escaped before he could lay using Dr. Bull’s Baby Syrup at the be- pU B LIC SALE OF
ßU Y THE BEST 1
hands on him. Following the intruder gining. Price only 25 cents a bottle.
Mr. Ewing encountered another tramp
Gen’l Grant, on his trip around the
The undersigned is the duly authorized
A P P L E S !
on the stairway. -As he pursued the world, maintained remarkable good
agent for A. D. P ratt’s Continental Nursery,
Will
be
sold
at
public
sale,
on
SATURDAY*.
Rochester,
N. Y., and is taking orders for all
two through the doorway leading into health. Query.—Wonder if the General DECEMBER 17, *87, at Gross* Hotel, College
standard Varieties of fruit and ornamental trees,
his yard he collided with a third vis had not a supply of Laxador with him ville,
75 barrels of Apples, consisting of the shrubbery, &c., &c. Hardy and vigorous trees
leading Varieties, including Greenings, Spies, and plants guaranteed. Call on or address,
itor. Mr. Ewing struck this fellow to regulate the system ?
Baldwins,
&c. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions
JONATHAN HOYER,
with a lamp, which was totally destroy
by
G. A. FELTON.
ldec2m
Near Trappe.
ed on the cowardly vagbond’s use
L. H. Ingram, act.
A. D. Fetterolf, clerk.
Q.ET
THE
BEST
FENCE
!
less skull. The thieves secured as plun
PO R SALE
der a fine black overcoat two gold rings,
To the Farmers of Montgomery County :
UBLIC SALE OF
and the contents of two children’s safes
You have for a long time been anxious about
An amateur printing press, in good order.
or banks. I t is be lieved that one and the future fencing of your farms, lim ber is
Apply at
THIS OFFICE.
the same party visited Mr. Ewing’s res getting,scarce, and modern fences are becoming
Valuable
W
ater
Power
Mill
very costly. Wire fences are dangerous to live
idence and the West Point station.
R SALE
stock, sag and break, and when broken are hard

p

Further depredations by thieves at
Royersford are reported. On Friday
night last the M. E. Church was broken
into and the collection box forced open.
4t is thought that the boxes did not
contain anything at the time. The
engine house of S. B. Latshaw was next
visited ; the window forced open and as
lar as known at this time 5 picks and 2
wrenches taken. Ambrose Spouse was
the last one to whom they paid their
respects and took nearlyail his razors
and a valuable band instrument.

FRESH COWS !

M Cows, Stats. Ttaejs, k . $25

p

College N otes.
The seventeenth anniversary of the
Schaff Society will be held on Thurs
day evening, Dec. 22. The public is
generally invited. The music for the
occasion will be of the highest order.
In the notes of last week I stated
that Mr. James Leuba landed at New
York on the 30th of August, ’86, and
came to Ursinus in January, ’87. I
wish to correct that statement. He
landed at New York on the 16th of
August, ’86, and came to Ursinus in
April, ’87.
The close of the long term is rapidly
approaching, and we are being met on
all sides with bright and cheery faces
as they think of home.
The societies of the college have pro
cured the services of Hon. Robert E.
James, of Easton, Pa., to deliver the
honorary oration at the next com
mencement.
S m ada.
A Defaulter.
Silas S. Swartley, formerly of Roy
ersford, where he was in the employ of
the Reading Railroad Company as sta
tion agent, has departed from the
paths of rectitude and is now a fugitive
from justice and an embezzler to the
amount of about $4,000. His victim
is the Orville Milling Company of Or
ville, Ohio, by whom he was employed
in Philadelphia. Gambling is said to
have been the cause of his downfall.
I t was noticed that Swartley began to
absent himself from his office, and
haunt the stock brokers’ offices. The
president of the company has dicovered that his manager had been send
ing on false orders. He would mail
an order for a carload of flour for a
certain firm, which had never ordered
the goods. He would then take the
goods out on the bill of lading and
turn them over to another firm, to
whom he would make a heavy discount
for cash. He had done this on a num
ber of orders and held the drafts. The
company wrote him for the drafts. He
put them off with excuses from time to
time until he could no longer escape
exposure when he fled. Reuben Win
ters, of Royersford, is Swartley’s fath
er-in-law and is on his bond for $2,500.
It is said he expressed bis willingness
to send his check for the amount of
the bond as soon as it was learned the
defalcation would reach that amount.
S. C. Freed, of Linfield, is the other
bondsman and he has been favorably
heard from.
Sentences Im posed.
The following sentences were im
posed by the Court at Norristown,
Saturday morning :
Wm. McLaughlin, for maintaining a
nuisance in Lower Merion, $210 fine
and nuisance to be abated. [The nuis
ance consisted of a powder house and
tbe case was tried last term /
Abner Atlee, assault and battery, $5
fine and costs,
Wm. Pettigrew, selling liquor with
out license, $200 fine and costs.
Wm. Thomas, throwing whisky bot
tle at cars, 18 months in Eastern Peni
tentiary.
John Isherwood, larceny, 18 months
in Eastern Penitentiary.
Benjamin Diggs, felonious entry, 2
years, 6 months in Eastern Penitenti
ary.
John Scan lan, assault and battery,
20 days,
Thomas Parker, assault and battery,
5 months.
• *
James McCarty, threats, 3 months.
Michael Dillion, assault and battery,
80 days.
James McDonnell, stealing coal, 3
months.
Lizzie Geiger, stealing coal, 24 hours.
Ida Sayboldt, stealing coal, 20 days.
Thomas Craig, assault and battery,
18 months in Eastern Penitentiary.
A Serious Charge.
Harry Peterman, of Limerick, was
arrested Wednesday, last week, by
Constable Spare and taken before
’Squire J. M. Neiman, of Pottstown,
on a warrant issued on tbe oath of
Philip Wentzel, charging him with en
ticing his daughter, Annie Wentzel,
under sixteen years pf s^ge, from her
home under a promise of marriage,
’fhe facts gleaupd at the hearing were
that more than a year ago f eteiman
began paying attentions to Annie, then
under fifteen years of age,and that dur
ing August last, when she was about
to become a mother, he induced her,
under promise of marriage, to leave
her home anff go with him to Philadel,
phia. He found lodgings for her some*
where on Hocust street, Philadelphia,

to pur. in order. The old osage hedge, under the
old system of training and pruning, becomes
very expensive, and in many cases an intoler
able nuisance. The base becomes open and
straggling, affording easy ingress .and egress to
small stock ; the top, for want of cohesion, is in
efficient to turn live stock, and the roots grow
out several yards on either side, absorbing the
fertility of the soil. These annoyances have dis
couraged you and perhaps soured you against
the old hedge of the past, which is not surprising.
TH E DAYTON HEDGE AND W IR E FEN C E.

But the Dayton Hedge and Wire Fence, com
bined, comes to you in your dilemma and offers
you a relief from your past fence troubles. A
fence is offered to you cheaper than any other
practical fence, the strongest fence made, and in
beauty unexcelled. The roots do not spread, a
cent a year will pay for the trimming, and be
sides it will last for generations. For further
information in regard to this fence, call upon or
address the managing agent of the Dayton Hedge
Company,
H. S. MAGRUDER,
At the Montgomery House, Norristown, Pa. It
will afford him the greatest pleasure to answer
all inquiries, either in person or by letter. 15d

PUBLIC SALE OF

REAL ESTATE !
The subscriber desirous of disposing of his
real estate, will offer at public sale on THURS
DAY, DECEMBER 22, *87, all of that farm con
taining 55 acres, more or le68, situated in Upper
Providence township,Montgomery county, on the
road leading from the Almshouse to Trappe, one
mile from the former and two miles from the
latter place. The improvements consist of a
stone house, two rooms and hall on
first floor, four on the second, garret
Land' ct liar. Cistern and well at the
"house, ditto at the barn, and a neverfailing spring on the premises. Large stone barn
with frame overshoot, covering 3600 square feet
of ground in perfect condition. And all other
necessary outbuildings, such as ice house, cave
and breeding pens, also including a tenant
house. Churches and schools conveniently
located. .Persons wishing to view the property
can call on the tenant, H. L Bechtel, residing
thereon, or the subscriber residing at Mt. Clare.
A portion of the purchase money can remain
secured in the place.
Also at the same time will be sold several arti
cles of personal property, such as sleighs, a
thresher and cleaner (Roberts* m ake), good as
new, carpenter bench, vinegar by the barrel, &c.
Sale to commence at 1 o’clock, p. m., when con
ditions will be made known by
H. U. UMSTAD.
David MacFeat, auct.
Idee

We are now lo v ed !
And have some unusual Bargains to
tell you of, which cannot be dupli
cated elsewhere.

AND WAREHOUSE PROPERTY.
DECEMBER 28, 1887, between 3 and 4 o’clock
p. m., on the premises, on Perkiomen Creek, at
Areola Station, Perkiomen R. R., Montgomery
county, Pa. Large substantial stone buildings,
R. R. siding, coal shute, car and wagon scales,
24 acres of land, variety of fruit treesV &c. For
particulars call on D. Whitworth, living thereon,
or address
F. W. WETHMRILL,
15d
Malvern, Chester Co., Pa.

A SSIGNEE’S SALE OF

REAL ESTATE !
In re-assigned estate of Elias Fluck and Wife.
By virtue of an order of the Court of Common
Pleas of Montgomery county will be exposed to
public sale, upon the premises,
ON THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1887.
No. 1. All that certain brick messuage and
lot of land situate in the village of Collegeville,
said county, adjoining lands of Augustus Markley and George Z. Vanderslice, having a front on
the Perkiomen and Reading Turnpike road of
150 feet and extending in depth about 200 feet.
The improvements consist of a two-story brick
dwelling house, 34x38 feet, containing
10 rooms. This house is built of the
very best material and modern style of
larchitecture, being one of the finest and
most convenient homes to be found in the
country. I t is in perfect repair. A frame stable
and wagon house 24x24 feet, and other outbuild
ings. The grounds are beautifullo laid out and
planted with a choice variety of fruit trees in
good bearing condition, as well as wtyh shrub
bery and flo »vers. This property is most beauti
fully located in a most desirable neighborhood,
within a square of the Collegeville station on the
Perkiomen R. R., convenient to schools and
churches.
No. 2. All that certain lot of ground, in rear
of last named tract, 127 feet by 200 feet, enclosed
with a good fence, well planted with quince
trees and a variety of berries and other small
fruits in a high state of cultivation. Sale upon
the premises at 2 p. m.
Also, at the time and place last named, will,be
sold five shares of stock of the Spring City Na
tional Bank, of Spring City, Chester county, Pa.
Conditions will be announced on days of sale.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Assignee.
J. G. Fetterolf andJL. H. Ingram, autioneers.
Collegeville, Pa., Nov. 7,1887.
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ASSIGNEE’S SAXE O F V A L U A ABLE

F°

A new brick house in upper part of Trappe ;
has eight rooms and is well fitted up through
out. Well of lasting water at the door. Terms
easy. For particulars call on or address
lOno
J. K. BEAVER, Trappe.

F OR RENT
The Dewees Farm of about i20 acres, located
in Trappe, Montgomery county. The buildings
are in good repair and the land is in an excellent
state of cultivation. The place has been te n 
anted for the past twelve years by J . W. Fry,
who will quit the same on or before the first of
April next. For any information desired call on
PERCY WILLIARD. Trappe, Pa.
Or address P. P. Dewees, Huntingdon, Pa.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE 1
Phcenixville, Pa., Dec. 1,1887.
An assessment equal to the premium on poli
cies has been made on the members of the Phoe
nix Mutual Fire Insurance Company, payable to
the Secretary at Phcenixville, or other assigned
agents within forty days of the date of this no
tice. Those who fail to pay within tbe time
mentioned will be liable to pay more. By order
of the Directors.
JOHN H. EGOLF, President,
JONATHAN REES, Secretary,
Phcenixville, Pa.
A. D. Fetterolf, Esq., is the agent for the
above Company at Collegeville, to whom pay- ■
ments can be made.
lsdec

ASSIGNEE’S NOTICE !
Notice is hereby given that Elias Fluck and
wife, of Upper Providence township, Montgom
ery county, Pa., have made an assignment of all
their property, real and personal, to the under
signed in trust for the benefit of creditors. All
persons indebted will please make payment and
those having claims will present them to
A. D. FETTEROLF, Assignee,
Or his attorneys,
Collegeville, Pa.
Bickel & Hobson, Norristown, Pa.
13oc

TH E B A L D W IN

Carriage W orks!

REAL ESTATE !

(FORMERLY BLANCHFORD’S)
The undersigned will sell at public sale on the
premises, by order of the Court of Common
Pleas of Montgomery county, on THURSDAY,
DECEMBER 15, 1887, all the real estate of M.
P. Anderson, situated in Upper Providence
township, Montgomery county, two miles from
the borough of Phcenixville, consisting of a The management having been In the Carriage
valuable farm of about sixty-seven acres and
Business a number of years in Philadelphia,
seventy-one perches of choice farm land in a
high state of cultivation, well set with grass and
and being accustomed to handling all
under good fences. The improvements are a
grades of fine work, feels qualified
stone house, containing 8 rooms, in good repair
to manufacture every de
and all the modern improvements ; a
scription of
large stone barn in fine condition, and
all the many outbuildings required on a
well regulated- farm. A good well of
water near the house, with windmill attached ;
an orchard of choice varieties of fruit. The
property is convenient to the Reading Railroad,
and to Phcenixville and Spring City, and is a de
■ W ^ G - O l s r s , <5cOsirable property, well located and everything in
good order, and bounded by lands of David R.
Buckwalter, Benjamin Rambo, the Montgomery In the best possible manner at greatly reduced
prices. All new work will be accompanied
County Poor House Farm, and others. Also un
with a written guarantee to be as repre
divided half interest in 8 ^ acres of chestnut
sented.
timber, situated in Charlestown township, Ches
ter county. Conditions will be made known on
tbe day of sale. Sale to commence at 2 o’clock,
p. m.
E. W. ANDERSON, Assignee.
David MacFeat, auct.

C O L L E G E V IL L E , F a .

a

Men's White Merino Shirts and
Drawers, regular 50c. quality, at 35c.;
lot o f 65c. quality at 45c.; 20 doz. 75c.
quality at 50c. Fine Red Flannel
Shirts and Drawers fo r §1.50, worth
§2.00 ; also some at 75c. and §1.00.
Ladies' Underwear in assorted sizes
and different prices.
Fresh lot o f Gloves fo r Ladies, Men
and Boys, which we have marked very
low. We have a good assortment o f
Will Receive Prompt Attention.
Cotton Flannels, White Flannels, Red
Also at tbe same time and place the following
of personal property will be sold, to-w it:
Flannels, Grey Flannels, Plaid Flan articles
The patronage of the public respectfully
A buggy, sleigh, sled, harness, harrow, horse
nels, which we have marked in plain collars, oart, 3 farm wagons with bed and hay solicited, and a cordial invitation is extended to
1 roller, a manure wagon, 4 cows, and all to call at
figures at rock bottom prices. Bed ladders,
other articles too numerous to mention. Condi
Blankets at 95c.,§1.25,§2.25 and §4-25'. tions of sale : all sums of ten dollars and under
cash ; all sums over ten dollars a note . at 5
These are finé Blankets and bargains months with approved security will be accepted.
11-25
E. W. ANDERSON. Trustee.
at the price.
20oc
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
We give you an idea below o f the goods
DROPOSALS FOR JANUARY 1888.
we carry in stock, but will not have
space enough to name prices : Hats and
The Directors of the Poor and House of Em
Caps, Boots and Shoes, Gum Boots, ployment of Montgomery county, invite sealed
for the following articles at the above
Gum Shoes, Fine Shoes, Leather Boots, proposals
named Almshouse, on
Groceries, Patent Medicines, QueensMONDAY, JANUARY 2,1888.
ware, Glassware, Hardware, Paints,
6
pieces
Scotch diagonal.
Oils, Putty, Glass, Bed Springs,
6 “ muslin, % or 1% yds. wide, hcstqual.
4 “ furniture cheek.
Cement, Calcine Plaster, Potatoes, Ap
All kinds o f Carriages and Wagons
2 “ gray flannel.
ples, Tobacco, Pipes, Cigars, &c., dec.
4 “ crash
Built to order.
“ calico.
Thanking you fo r your past patron 62 dozen
The best material and workmanship. Prompt
hand scrubs.
age and hoping fo r a continuance o f the 300 lbs. smoking tobacco, lb. packages.'
attention given to every description of
200 “ hard tobacco.
same, we are yours Respectfully,
1 hox tea, black—strictly pure.
400 lbs. coffee, unroasted.
# REPAIRING !
C. J. B U C K L E Y ,
200 “ peas.
2 kegs barley.
Carriage Painting and Trimming executed in
P. O. Ironbridge.
Rahn Station, Pa.
1 barrel rice.

Carriages,

Buggies,

ORDERED ffOBK ani BEPAIRfflB
The B a li« Carrlaie Voris,

I5iP FO R S P E C IA L

Holiday Bargains!
mH

A T S — AND—

Men’s - Furnishing - Goods,
zz LADIES’ FUR GOÓDS,—
OF BEST STYLES AND QUALITIES,

GO TO B . M . ROOT,
215 High Street, Pottstown.
He lea^s the styles, and his stock is ample
and well selected, whilst his prices are as low as
¿he lowest,
Agent for Knox and Dunlap
flat#»
8dec

2 “ beans, xxx marrow fat,
1 “ granulated sugar.
1 “ A sugar.
4 bags fine salt (Deacon or Ashton).
14 ton coarse salt—Liverpool.
5Q lbs. caustic soda, (5 or 10 lb. cans).
50 A seamless bags.
3 barrels syrup.
1 keg 8-penhy nails.
1 “ 10-penpy nails.
1 dozen fine-tooth combs.
4 “ coarse
“
^
cedar buckets»
10ft lbs. sole leather (Hemlock) 10 to 23 lbs. per
side.
6 sides upper leather.
Samples of goods required. All goods to be
delivered at Almshouse or either of tbe depots
at Phmnixville, free of freight.
WM. G. WRIGHT,
)
JOHN O. CLEMENS, > Directors.
HARRY S, LOWERY, S
A tte s t; David H. Ross, Clerk.

gO R A P IR O N !
The highest cash prices, paid for Scrap Cast
Iron, delivered at the foundry of the
ROBERTS MACHINE WORKS,
16jun
Collegeville, Pa.

the best manner.

25au6m
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I am prepared to fill orders, both WHOLESALE
and RETAIL, in bottles, jelly tumblers, fruit
jars, ete.; also IN THE COMB. Bring on your
pails and jars and have them filled at 12J^c. per
pound.

W. E. P E T E R M A N ,
TRAPPE, PA.
Residence and Apiary half mile north of P. O.

W ANTED 1

Local and Traveling Salesmen I
To sell onr Choice Varieties of Nursery Stock,
either on salary o r commission f permanent em
ployment to the right men ; no room for lazy
ones ; upright and honest are the ones we are
looking for. Address with references,
MAY BROTHERS, N u r s e r y m e n ,
15deo
Rochester, N. Y,

J w . ROYER, M. D-,

Practising Physician,

Department of Agriculture.

gUNDAY PAPERS.
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

particularly on the highest and poorest
points in the pasture. The manure be
ing fine and well scattered is pressed
about the roots of the grass where it
gives the greatest possible benefit. An
other source whereby the grasses are
encouraged is the destruction of bushes
and many kinds of weeds which grow
where cattle and horses only are pas
tured. Hazel brush fares very badly
in the sheep pasture, and wild roses,
rag-weed, burdocks and Other weeds
are selected first, and then the sheep
look for grass. In this way a sheep
pasture becomes like a beautiful lawn,
and every year grows better ; but if
the farmer sees “ millions in sheep,” and
overstocks his fields, then the g:ass
goes with the bushes and weeds. Then
the sheep get poor, tumble down one
after another, their ambition lessens as
their flesh goes and the unfortunate
owner, or imprudent manager votes
sheep a perfect nuisance.—American
Agriculturist.

HAI7B
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THE FLORIDA STEAM H EATER !

THE LATEST

FARMING AS A BUSINESS.
TRA PPE, PA,
“ Farming as a business,” says Profv
SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
HENRY YOST,
Gulley, in Home and Farm, “ is not
Hall.
Collegeville. what it has been, in the past. It re
News Agent,
P r iv a te R esid en ces, H o tels, I t will revolutionize the Thresher trade. Don't
quires much more intelligence and skill
buy until you see it. Send for Catalogue of our
Y. W EBER, M. D.,
Level-Tread Horse Powers, Threshers and Clean
SPEAR,
C hurches, S ch ools, &c.
to farm successfully now than it did
ers, Sawing Machines, Fodder Cutters and
Crushers, Land Rollers, Harvesters, Binders,
formerly, and for a variety of reasons.
Practising Physician,
Hay Rakes, Plows, Harrows.
Veterinary Surgeon I
Our
wants
have
increased.
The
E V A N S B U R G , PA
WE KEEP A L*ARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS
GRATER’S FORD, PA.
luxuries of our fathers have become
Office Hours:—until 9. a. m., 7 to 9 p. m.
The strictest attention given to all cases en
OF FARM MACHINENY.
everyday
necessities
for
our
comfort.
trusted to my care.
14ap
-------HAS MANY POINTS OF------Plow
Shares
and Extras of various Chilled Plows.
We
feel
that
we
must
live
better,
dress
jg A. KRUSEN, M. D.,
Iron Fencing, and castings of all descriptions
better,
do
more,
work
fewer
hours,
and
PDW ARD E. LONG,
made to order. Repairing and : jobbing of all
kinds of machinery work promptly attended to.
we require more in tlfe way of mental
All the leading varieties of Farm Machinery kept
improvement, accomplishments and the
in stock, warranted the best. Sold on reason
A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
IN THE MARKET.
able terms at very lowest prices possible for good
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
like. This is as it should be. The
machinery to be gold at. Catalogues free on
1 to 3 p. m.
Office Hours •Until 9 a . . ra.
application. Call or address
farmer should have and should enjoy
25augtf
No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
6 to 8 p. m.
ail that is within the reach of the mer
Is positively Safe* Easy to Manage, requires no Brick W ork, H E E B N E R & S O N S ,
chant or professional man ; he is even
Lansdale, Montgomery County, Penna.
R R . B. F. PLACE,
D A VID SPRINGER,
Durable, allows no Escape of Gas, all parts Duplicated,
entitled to more than the town resident
G
M a in S t ., R oyersford , P a .
to make up for the isolation of life
AND— I
D E N T I S T ! !
N O T A R Y PUBLIC,
on the farm.
above a l l |
86 E. Airy Street, NORRISTOWN, Pa. Branch
“The fact that country people do not
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Office: COLLEGEVILLE, Monday and Tues
Our facilities for doing work of this kind are unsurpassed. We employ a
have
the advantages of the town people,
day. Gas administered.
ANT) LOAN BROKER:
FARM AND GARDEN NOTES.
that farming at the present time does
D e a l e r s in
Insurance placed for one, three or five years in
If your chickens have the diarrhoea, competent force of -workmen, and are fully prepared to supply these heaters,
CH EA PEST DENTIST IN NOR- the largest and most reliable Stock Companies, not hold out such strong inducements
at best rates. No assessments. Life and Acci
v r is t o w n , p a .
to young men as other occupations, not give them boiled sweet milk.
together with all the modern conveniences needed to make a house comfortable, White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
dent Insurance policies a specialty.
28aply
only prevents the town bred boy from
Rolling upland with light or gray including hot and cold water appliances, bath tubs -and wash stands. Call at
becoming a farmer, but it also draws a subsoil, well drained, is the best for
LUM BER,
W. GOTWALS.
403 W. M a r s h a l l S t .,C o b . A s t o r
large proportion of the brightest and wheat.
our works and examine the Florida Heater. Will be pleased to give additional
P
A
Y
E
R
K
E
S
NORRISTOWN, PA. (Formerly of Boyertown.)
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
smartest boys from the country to the • Corn cobs make good fuel, and the
------- BUTCHER AND DEA LER IN —
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of
information to any one wanting any of these improvements. Send for circular.
town,
and
we
have
as
the
result
a
much
Pure Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether, &c. Also the
ashes of corn cobs contain stores of
S H I N G L E S , split and sawed.
new process for freezing the gums a miracle.
larger number of the naturally gifted, potash.
Estimates furnished on application.
English and German spoken.
(ptapA'SS
Will serve the citizens of Collegeville and shrewd men of the country engaged in
PICKETS, CEDAR AND CHESTNUT
The assertion is made that potatoes
vicinity every Tuesday and Friday.
ap!6-tf
manufactures, transportation, trading,
RAILS.
J G. HOBSON,
which grow nearest the surface are
etc., than we find farming, and it natur
L e h i g h a nd S c h u y l k i l l
ally follows that the smarter men se most subject to rot.
C ollegeville, P a .
WILLIAM E. JOHNSON,
A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
Ducks can live with a bath once a
cure the larger share of the proceeds
C or.M AIN and S W E D E Streets, Norristown,ra
week, hut they are aquatic enough to
of the industries,.
Can be seen every evening at his residencein.
“Another disadvantage that the enjoy a dozen a day.
Freeland.
-Our Facilities for Executingfarmer labors under—;|$ie outcome of
According to Dr. T. H. Hoskins the
greater ability possessed by men in the tomato rot is getting to be about
J J M. BROWNBACK,
other industries—is the fact that im as bad a disease as the potato rot.
provement in methods of manufacture,
Providence Square, Pa.
A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
Dutch belted cattle are not as large
trade, transportation and distribution as Hoisteins, but are said to rival the
No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
C O A L . - - C O AL.
has been very much more rapid than in Ayrshires in hardiness, being well cal
Jun.25-lyr,
------- E V ER T D ESC R IPT IO N OP------farming. These industries are growing
culated for rough lands.
are such as to enable us to do strictly First-class work promptly and at reasonable prices. The
away
from the production of farm
A UGUSTUS W. BOMBER GER,
Cellars require care and attention to
Job Work done at the I n d e p e n d e n t office favorably compares with that done anywhere i n
crops.
Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,
preserve them sweet, pure and healthy.
the County. Favor us with your orders and we will do our best to serve you well.
Made
to
order
and
kept
on
hand.
First-class
“During
the
past
fifty
years
the
A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,
material and good workmanship, and
OATS, L I N S E E D M E A L ,
power of one man to turn raw products Stagnant air, slops, or decaying vege
no pains spared to give customers
B l a c k s t o n e B u i l d i n g , No. 727 W a l n u t S t .
tables will soon vitiate them.
satisfaction. A full stock
into
manufactured
goods
and
distribute
PHILADELPHIA.
AND CAKE MEAL.
of all kinds of
them to consumers, through the intro
Prominent apiarians advise extract- If you have anything to sell and want to sell it and if you want your neighbors and the rest o f
Second Floor, Room 15.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
mankind to know that you have something to sell and want to sell it—no matter what it is
Can be seen every evening at his residence
duction of improved machinery and
g the honey from partially filled sec
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
C o l l e g e v i l l e , Pa.
Dec.17,lyr
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Including Whips, Blankets, Lap Covers, &c. application of scientific discoveries, has tions at the end of the season, and
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
increased from five-to one hundred or keeping the sections for use the next
By
attention
to
business
and
by
serving
my
fencing.
0
K D. FETTEROLF,
patrons to the best of my ability, I hope to merit more times. We haye made no such season.
a share of the public patronage.
27janly
advance in growing crops.
The use of soil on asparagus is con
—IN THE COLUMNS OF THE—
Justice of the Peace
“ It is true the introduction of large fined to keeping down of weeds during
C O L L E G E V I L L E Pa.
implements, and the hinder and header, cutting time. Asparagus is a semi
has increased the capacity of one man marine vegetable, but too much salt
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent
611 & 613 CHESTNUT STREET.
Will clerk sales a t reasonable rates.
tenfold in growing and harvesting
ill injure it.
. $ 1, 000,000
AUTHORIZED CAPITAL.
Royersford, Montgomery Co. P a .,
,. $500,000 wheat, and haying machinery to nearly
PAID-UP
CAPITAL...........
There is a brisk demand and good
J O H N S. HUNSICKER,
as great an extent in making hay ; but
would announce to my friends and the public.,
prices for feathers, eggs or flesh of
CHARTER PERPETUAL.
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
we have only increased a man’s capacity
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.
Acts as Executor, Administrator, Assignee,
ducks and geese, and these fowls are
Justice of the Peace,
Receiver, Guardian, Attorney, Agent, Trustee two or three fold in making corn, while
The
best
advertising
medium
in
the,
middle
section
of
Montgomery
eonnty.
Wherever
the
I nde
and Committee, alone or in connection with an
RAHN STATION, PA.
in cotton growing it is probable that, easily raised. Some deem them more
p e n d e n t circulates it is eagerly scanned by interested readers.
I t is read by at least 3500
individual appointee.
®3F“Conveyancer and General Business Agent
Takes charge of property, collects and remits on the average, one man really pro profitable than chickens.
people every week, and its circulation is steadily increasing. Money judiciously
Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in
Clerking of Sales attended to. Charges reason interest and income promptly, and discharges
When fodder corn is in bloom it con
the finest and latest designs.
able.
27janfaithfully the duties of every tru st known to the duces less, or at least no more than he
invested in an advertisement in its columns will bring yon liberal returns.
law. IBP” All tru st assets kept separate from did thirty years ago.
tains but thirteen per cent, of solid
A public sale of Personal Property advertised in the I n d e p e n d e n t
those of the Company.
Burglar
Proof
Safes
and
Boxes
(having
OHN H. CASSELBERRY.
will not fail to attract the attention of numerous neonle
“ There is still another factor that is matter. When the kernels begin to
chrome steel doors) to rent at $5 to $50 per
glaze it has twenty-five per cent. Don’t
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
and bring together plenty of buyers. Advertise.detrimental
to
the
interests
of
the
farm
annum
in
their
new
and
elegant
chrome
steel
(% mile north of Trappe. )
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
FIRE AND BURGLAR-PROOF VAULTS,
er, and that is the exhaustion of the cut it too soon, whether for siloing or
ble Work, for the bases of
Surveyor and Conveyancer protected by improved Time Locks.
virgin fertility of the soil. Except in soiling.
BUILDINGS,
STEPS, SILLS, ETC., ETC
Wills kept in vaults without charge.
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
If
a
silo
is
built
in
a
hillside,
the
portions
of
the
older
settled
States,
up
Bonds
and
Stocks,
Plate,
and
all
valuables
mail will receive prompt attention.
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
SUBS CRIBE FOR TH E
securely kept under guarantee at moderate to the present time farming has been Southern Cultivator deems the follow
Nov8-6m. P. 0 . A ddress: Limerick Square.
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
charges.
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Paintings, Statuary, Bronzes, etc., kep in largely of the pioneer order, which ing a good way to construct i t : Plank
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
fire-proof vaults.
c
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P. KOONS,
Cemeteries
in the neighborhood, that has been
up
inside
with
a
two-inch
plank,
then
a
Money received on Deposit and interest al means clearing up the land and crop,
turned out at the E n t e r p r is e W o r k s . Call and
lowed.
course
of
tarred
paper,
then
another
ping it in such a way as to produce a
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
estern F a rm and City
y y therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
P ra ctica l S la ter ! ! 6 and 7 p e r Fcire nst.t MWortgages.
crop with the least labor, regardless of plank on the paper ; all on the inside
“ Low prices and fair dealings, R A H N ’8 S T A T I O N Pa.
RESPEC TFU LL T,
IN SUMS FROM $200 TO $10,000. the exhaustion and loss of the fertility of the silo.
The Southern Cultivator avers that -$1.25 per annum, in advance. You will get the worth of your money and more or less happiness
Dealer in every quality of Rootling, Flag Carefully negotiated. Principal and interest of the soil, compelling us now to adopt
guaranteed by institutions of unquestioned some system of fertilization that is smoke is the great secret in the man
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
into the bargain by subscribing and paying for the I n d e p e n d e n t , the paper that stands on its
soundness.
tes, and prices.
June8-ly.
necessarily expensive to make the land agement of- bees. If judiciously ap
own bottom and says what it has to say without fear or’ favor. The I n d e p e n d e n t
THE UNION TRUST CO.,
611 and 613 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
produce as much as it did formerly.
plied before a hive is opened and the
contains all the news of a local and general nature it can get bold of, and
T EW IS WISMER,
J. SIMPSON AFRICA, President.
COLLEGEVILLE
“So much is said and written at the ’rames are handled with care, there
all opinions worthy of space. If you want a live, wide-awake nineteenth
JOHN G. READING, Vice President.
MAHLON 8. STOKES, Treas. and Secretary. present time about monopolies and un
need not be any difficulty in perform
century local and general newspaper with opinions of its own,
Practical Slater I
WM. H. PRICE, Trust Officer.
just laws which are oppressing the ing »all necessary operations in bee
subscribe fôr the PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENT.
Collegeville, Pa. Always on hand roofing
DIRECTORS.
farmer
that
many
are
led
to
believe
keeping.
slate and slate flagging, and rootling felt. All
D. Hayes Agnew, M. D.
orders promptly attended to. Also on hand a Alfred S. Gillett,
that the condition of the farmer may
Joseph I. Keefe,
Cows will not yield their milk to a
large lot of grey stone flagging.
Robert Patterson,
Joseph Wright,
be improved simply by legislation person they dislike ; it is therefore
Theodor C. Engel,
Dr. Chas. P. Turner,
Jacob Naylor,
While there may be some injustice necessary to use a gentle and tender
William S. Price,
Thomas G. Hood,
J G. T. MILLER.
John T. Monroe,
done
to the farmer by powerful corpor influence in order to fully drain the
Edward
T.
Perkins,
W. J. Nead,
READY MADE
William H. Lucas,
Thomas R. Patton,
ations
and lawmakers, still we must udder and prevent a diminution of the
G. Reading,
, Wm.
----- Watson,
■
CARPENTER and BUILDER, John
Samuel Riddle, Glen Riddle, Pa.; Dr. George study the underlying principles of
TRAPPE PA.
W. Reiiy, H arrisb u rg ; J . Simpson Africa, agriculture and its connection ' with yield,
Fresh Bread, Rolls &cM
Huntingdon ; Henry S: Eckert, Reading ; Ed
The stack should be well built even
Estimates for work furnished upon application, mund S. Doty, Mifflintown ; W. W. H. Davis, other industries and raise it to a pa
Of
fcfte
best
material
and
manufacture,
&t
and contracts taken. All orders will be attended Doyles town ; R. E. Monaghan, West Chester.
if one intends to rot the straw. Dry
with those pursuits before the farmer
to promptly.
jan .l ,’85,tf.
EVERY MORNING.
straw is comparatively light and easy
can secure a just compensation for his
to handle, and it can be thrown from
gDW A RD DAVID,
labor.”
P A T E N T S
the stack and scattered over the yard
Obtained and all P A T E N T B U SIN E SS attend
from time to time without much trouble.
HOW
SHEEP
PAY.
ed to PRO M PTL Yand for M O D E R A TE F E E S.

Homeopathic Physician,

Insurance ani Seal Estate A p t

H. 8. M e n , D. D. 8.,

Improvement io Ttoesta ani Cleaners

The Florida Heater

SUPERIORITY OVER A LL OTHERS

IS A S E L F C O A L F E E D E R !

Gristock & Vanderslice,

J.

Beef,: Veal: and: Mutton!'

The Roberts Machine Company,

F L O U R ,

H A R N E S S

HORSE

GOODS ! !

a

d

v

e

r

t

i

s

e

EITERPEISE

The Union Trust Co.,

MARBLE W ORKS!
UPTROVIDEN CE
IN D EPEN D EN T”^

GALVANIZED RAILINGS',

J

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

BAKERY!

— COLLEGEVILLE—

FULL STOCK OF

J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.

Roller Mills ! H A R N E S S !

PAINTER and PAPER-HANGER,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.

Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
of work in the line of painting, graining, and
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer
fully furnished upon application.

TSAAC LATSHAW,

Painter a i Paper la a je i
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Contracts made and estimates furnished, and
all work done guaranteed to give satisfaction.
28jytf

JO SEPH ST O N E ,
CARPET

WEAVER

Our office is opposite the U- 8. Patent Office,
and we can obtain patents in less time than
those remote from Washington.
Send model or drawing. We advise as to
patentability free of charge ; and we make no
charge unless patent is secured.
We refer, here, to the Postmaster, the Supt. of
Money Order Div., and to officials of the U. S.
Patent Office. For circular, advice, terms and
reference to actual clients in your own State or
County, write to
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
14oc) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.
to be m ade. Cut this out and
return to us, and w e w ill send
you fr e e , someth ju g of greu t
v a lu e and im portance t,o y.ou,
th at w ill sta rt you in business
^ h ic h w ill b rin g you in more
m oney rig h t a w a y than a n y 
thin» else in”this w orld. A n y one can do the w ork
and liv e at home. E ith er sex ; a ll ages, som e
thin» new, th at ju s t coins money for a ll w orkers.
W e w ill sta rt you ; ca p ita l not needed. I n i s is
one of the g en u in e, im portant ch ances of a life 
tim e
Those who are am bitious and en terprisin g
w ill not d elay. G rand outfit free. A d d ress

T r u e & Co., Augusta, Maine..

C O L L E G E V IL L E MOTEL,
(Formerly Beard House.)
Hag Carpet wove» to order in any style desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for
fiale a t reasonable price«.
„

J^RS. E. D. LACHMAM,

C O L L E G E V I L L E , PA.
Attends to laying out the dead and shroud
making. Wax flowers made to order.
16sep

I P 8’ S. L. PUGH.

TRAPPE, PA.,

Attends to laying out the dead, shroud-making

Ac.

i ¡anted

Agents to Sell
the HISTORY of

BLACK
PHALANX.
$ p .competition, The first o f >ta
k in d to record the serrioes o f the

litGAOSbU)i*Rs d,MfingtJjjBWiJf

3775; 1812.1861-65. WO library com
flWfe jeith o u t
/ a s t to
TOhUeg and ‘ Blacks. Big .profits.
Agents report .30' to .90 -■««» per
: week, p.oh’t m iss' th is «banco to
m ake money, {Lend1 for’ circulars
and liberal term s, or $1,09
Wig
lit. Distance no binderance, M M)
freights are paid. M ention paper.

AMERICAN PUB’S CO

Bartford,

Boston, Cincinnati
ChicagopyB
tlfOtiifl._

A practical farmer says that in set
If a farmer has plenty of patience
and is willing to give close attention to ting posts where great solidity is re
details in the care of stock, he can make quired he uses gravel and small stones
more money for food consumed from to fill around the posts and then run in
sheep than from any other stock. Rut thin water-lime mortar, thus virtually
not one farmer in ten will care to give imbedding thp post in rock, preventing
them the attention they require at cer decay and insuring solidity-.
tain seasons of the year ; so the few
In storing onions spread them out
who do take good care of a flock wi so that the air can get to them. They
find a good market for mutton, and
will not keep well if piled up, but in a
defpand for wool at some price, usually cool place there will be no difficulty
euough to pay for wintering the flock with them if they be spread in thin lay
A farm which is rolling in its surface ers. No decayed onions should be al
seems perfectly adapted to sheep rais lowed, as they may jlamage all.
ing. Such land needs grass on the hi
If only a few trees for fruit are to be
tops to keep it from washing, an
planted always take advantage of any
sheep need hill tops and sweet, shot
grass. They like to lie down on a hill location that may be sheltered. It is
side in the spring, where the sun makes the cold winds that damage the trees
in winter, and especially peach trees.
the ground dry and warm, and where
The south side of a barn, stable or out
they are protected from the cold swee
house of any kind will greatly assist in
of the wind.
The greatest profit from sheep is not breaking the force of winds.
in mutton or wool, but in the enhanced
fertility of the farm on which they ar
A f te r a l l o t t i e r a fa i1 c o n s ta li:
kept. No other stock can compai
with sheep in this direction. This ii
3 2 9 N. 15th St., below Callowhill, Phila., Pa
creased yalqe pmp,es from two cause
2 0 years experience in all S P E C I A L diseases. Pe«
manently
restores those weakened by early mdiscre.
the larger quantity of solid and liq i:d
dons, &c Call or write. Advice free and stnctly con6dem>i4.
Hours ; x$ a. ro. till wtd 7 to 10 ovemuga
m ir.ure deposited on all the land, and.!

AFFLICTED «^UNFORTUNATE

Detwiler’s, Upper Providence Spare.
RUNNING
ICE CREAM !
NIGHT
AN D DAY !

Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

STILL BEHIND
W I T H ORDERS FOR
FLOUR.

4 ^ 3 -0 iölaeä?
All kinds of Horse Goods selling at very low
figures.

WHIPS,
TOP-COVERS,
IMP OR TED COLLARS,

But the feed is
piling up and no
John G. Detwiler.
place to store it.
It must be sold. YOU;
Send in your or
ders without de
lay. It will be to DBS. J, N. and J. B. II0BENSA0K,
vour advantage to
do so.
E. PAIST, Csflspiills, P ern
Call and examine our stock and ascertain
prices before going out of your latitude to make
your purchases. Repairing attended to promptly.

re,an liv e a t ho mu, and m ake more rponey at
work for us, than a t an yth in g else in this
w<»rldf C apital not needed ; \ 011 are started
free. Both sexes ; a il asres. A ny one c m do the
w ork. L a rg e earnin gs sure from first start. Cost
ly outfit and terms tre e . B etter not d eiav. Costs
you nothing to send i s vour a Idress and find out ;
if you are wisevyou w ill do so a t once. H. H a l l e t t
& C o ., P ortlan d . Maine,.

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL OFFICES.
40 Years Established.
3 0 6 N . S e c o n d . S t . , P l i l l a d V , I* a .
Regular Registered Physicians ; and are still
engaged in the treatm ent and cure of all eases
of nervous debility and special diseases. Office
hours from 8 a. m. to 2 p. m., and from 5 to 9
p. m. Closed on Sundays. Consultation also
by mail strictly confidential.
21Jy

Wm. J. THOMPSON,
-BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—

B E E F ,=
V E A L ,=
= M U T T 0N
5

Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. ThW kful to the public for past favors he
invites eoptiBued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves,

WM. J. THOMPSON,
LOWER PROVIDENCE. PA.

A T T E N T IO N !
We are now pre
WORKING
CLASSES
pare.«! to furnish all classes w"h employment at

home, the whole of the f inie, or for their spare mo
ments Business hew, light and profitable. Per
sons of-eitner sex easily earn from 60 Rents to $5.(0
per evening and a proportional sum by «levoiing
all their time to the business. Bovs and girls earn
nearlv as much as men. That all who see this may
send their address, and test the business, we make
this offer To sudi as ar • not well satisfied we
will sf nil one dollar to pay for the trouble of writ»
iug. Full particulars and outfit free. AuUreM
ÜEOKGE stinson & CO., Purtluud, Mmne.

